IN ACCORDANCE WITH AUTHORITY vested in the UNICORN HUNTERS of Lake Superior State College by its World-Wide Membership, its Influential Representatives in High Places, and the Wild Life Division of the Department of Natural Unicornis of the Great Northern State of Michigan, as well as that Great Water Wonderland’s Depart- ment of State, the following words and phrases are herewith BANISHED and are in- cluded in toto and en masse on the Annual New Year’s Dishoulist of Words Banished from the Queen’s English for Mis- or Out-Of-Use, as Well as General Uselessness.

**NUMBER 1 BANISHMENT**

**MEDICAL SPEAK:** The following phrases turned up again and again in the nominating letters to previous years’ bureaucrats, journalists, or educators who have the language swallowed. This year’s phrase is: "What the people at St. Casar refer to as "The Doctor Place."

**NO BANISHMENT:** The misnomer that isn’t the doctors and nurses who do their hefty bills, but administrators and those who write the glaziers parasol into waiting rooms.

**THE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM/INDUSTRY:*** "Why don’t we have them drive right up at a point of health to our door each morning?"

**CLIENTS:** replacing patients. "...May this means they can charge more.

**WELLNESS:** replacing health. "The traditional par- ting thus becomes..." So good on Dec. 13. A copy of this poster, a Unicorn Hunter’s lapel pin, and a membership card are $2.00 each. Subscription to THE WOODS-RUNNER. College quarterly with extensive letters-to-the-editor on Banishment Words. 53 the year, $8 for three, in U.S.A. NOMINA- TIONS earned above are not necessarily the same name suggestions in the banished words in question, but their citations seemed most worthy of quotation. A SUMMARY of BANNED WORDS: 22 x 17 inches, printed both sides of backprints. From 1976 to date is available at $2.50 for copies.

---

**HANDS ON PARTICIPATORY EXPERIENCE, meaning, ‘it’s OK to touch’; ‘initiated to buzz the minds of all English-learning children.

**HALF DEAD:** "How is this measured? Why not 1.53 dead, or 18.3%, or is it all athletic, 120% dead?"

**AUDIBLES:** as in football. Announcer: The quarter- back audible at the line, i.e.; "He called signals." "That makes me want to silence the whole part that is pictured.

**FILMED BEFORE A LIVE STUDIO AUDIENCE. Do they film before dead studio audiences?

---

**THE PATIENT DID NOT FULFILL HIS WELLNESS POTENTIAL.** This statement only does justice, it turns out, to the fact that the patient died, but places the blame squarely on the patient for this inexcusable failure.

---

**COLORIZE AND COLORIZATION:** It is bad enough that Ted Turner damages classic films, his disregard for the public is equally reprehensible. "The movie is bad... I am colorizing it." (John Paul Getty).

---

**MY WORK IN THE STRUCTURE OF BASEBALL, as in stateland in the Detroit Tigers. $1.2 million is a lot of money, but it doesn’t fit into my work in the structure of baseball. What he means is: "My job, but that wasn’t worth even $1.2 million."

---

**PLEASINGLY INNOCENT.** I am, in fact, a simp, it is simply wrong... "There hasn’t been an innocent plea for more than 200 years. A defendant guilty of a guilt and not guilty. Since he is presumed to be innocent until proved guilty." (John Paul Getty).

---

**THE BOSTON LOUISIANA Press calls out a personal viewer reaction. I rate from 1 to 10, but 10 is not even remotely close to the point on the graph.

---

**MOST MULTI-UNIQUE AWARD**

To a Grand Rapids radio news reporter (name withheld) who said: "They both have rather unique positions which are remarkably similar."

---

**SELF-CONTAINED CONTRADICTIONS OF 1986**

**TURNED UP MISSING:** "If they turn up how can they be missing?"

**SAME THING more than one obvious difference which are made identical difference.

---

**A TAD AS in "a tad bit" or "your head’s just a tad." A tad is a little child, especially a baby.

---

**ARGUABLY** as in "arguably the best beer."

**SEQUESTERED.** Government talk for most budget cuts. "To use it, to fudge something to do with the numbers."

---

**COMFORTABLE.** As in: "are comfortable with that." "I’m free of this now every time I am an idea is presented." "Makes you uncomfortable?"

---

**AFTERFEEL.** As in the back of Vaseline intense. Care Letters (the extra strength variety) which I would be put in the oven before it gets too big:

---

**TUNA FISH.** Why Tuna fish, but not "trout" fish?

---
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The clitch of the game calls him a ‘gamer.’ You’re playin’ near the gas tank when you play that... He had a long month of August. Oh boy! Did he out- shine the big guys. He’s swingin’ the mean bat and carryin’ the mean football. And here you go a guy with a high heat. Those two guys are the table setters. It was a

---

AS PERPETUATED BY JOE CHAJCHER GARADELIA AND VIKI SHESKOS SCULLY IN ORBFUGATING THE ACTION OF THE 1986 WORLD SERIES.

Transcribed & forwarded by F. J. Murray, Dearborn, Michigan

---

**1987**

---

**Au contra**

LAKE EFFECT needs to be thrown out. With any luck the condition would then vanish. "Bail" is overmodified. People, cars and na- tions have them, and are at the degree in- terdisciplinary. If I look up "bail" and find: Has Silicon Valley warrant for硅ium? Does Silicon River run through... Would you want to be a "contra"? Where is credibility in foreign policy if "contra aid" is "contra-indicated.? Can the president ex- plain to his country without making a "contradiction?"